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A detailed, diachronic analysis of the usages of gymnaz6 reveals that this verb was 
coined to describe what Larissa Bonfante has labeled civic nudity, which can be 
defined as regular, nude exercise that took place in gymnasia. The emergence of the 
highly distinctive practice of civic nudity in the seventh or sixth century created a 
need for appropriate descriptive terminology, and this need was met by a verb 
based on a gymnos root because the most distinctive feature of civic nudity was the 
requisite public undress. 

Introduction 

Liddell/Scott's Greek-English Lexicon supplies the following mean
ings for gymnaz6: to perform physical exercises in the nude (usually 
in the middle); to exercise in general (usually in the middle); to train 
or be trained in a skill; to teach; to practice (usually in the middle); to 
prepare or be prepared; to wear out, harass, torture, test. 1 

The argumentation presented here seeks to prove that the verb 
gymnazo was coined to describe a particular type of athletic activity, 
specifically the type of athletic activity that Larissa Bonfante la
beled civic nudity. Civic nudity can be defined as non-formal, nude 
athletic activity that took place on a regular basis in gymnasia (and 
hence in a relatively unstructured context that did not include formally 
organized competitions of the sort found at athletic festivals such as 
the Olympic Games and the Panathanaea).2 As will become clear be-

i) The verb also occurs with prefixes O::rro, Sw, f-v, em, Ka-ca, :n;po, npoa, and crov 
with the expected changes in meaning. In addition to the meanings given in the 
Liddell/Scott, gymnazo can also mean "to contest verbally, to argue". For this 
usage, see, for example, Basilius, Epistle 99.2. 18. 

All dates are BCE unless otherwise indicated. All translations of ancient Greek 
2ources are those of this author. All citations of ancient Greek texts are based on 
editions used by the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae. For a of those editions, see 
L. BERKo·~NITZ a11d ](, SQU!T!ER5 Thesaurus Grae:cce Canon Greek 
Authors and Works, New York 3 1990. Abbreviations used for ancient authors a.nd 
their works follow the conventions of LlDDELL/SCOTT's Lexicon. 
Abbrevim:ions used for modem works follow the e;onventions of L 'annee 

C'la:s:sical i\Ji\ 93J 
l989j 543- is cited as BONFANTE~ as a Costume. 

2) The term non-formal is not entirely felicitous, but is the obvious choice given 
the misleading sense of casual, occasional, unimportant activity conveyed the 
use of the word "informal". 
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low, civic nudity was strongly differentiated from athletics that took 
place in the context of initiatory rites and in the context of formally 
organized competitions. Participation in civic nudity was strongly as
sociated with inclusion in the male citizen body and service in the 
community's phalanx and hence signaled not only high status but also 
strength and courage. Bonfante's choice of terminology is based on 
the observation that this form of athletic nudity was "a costume, a uni
form: exercising together in the gymnasia marked men's status as citi
zens of the polis and as Greeks".3 

Civic nudity was a unique practice that, by the Classical period, 
was seen by the Greeks as an important means of differentiating them
selves from non-Greeks.4 The adoption of this practice created a need 
for appropriate descriptive terminology, and this need was met by a 
verb based on a gymnos root because the most distinctive feature of 
civic nudity was the requisite public undress. The connection between 
gymnazo and civic nudity is made clear in the discussion that follows 
through a detailed, diachronic analysis of the usages of gymnazo and a 
briefer treatment of the history of male athletic nudity in Greece. 
While a number of scholars have touched on this subject before, a 
comprehensive examination of this verb's uses has not heretofore 
been carried out. 5 To this end, the author completed a survey of more 

3) BONFANTE, Nudity as a Costume, 569. For the definition and significance of 
civic nudity, see BONFANTE, Nudity as a Costume. See also L. BONFANTE, The 
Naked Greek, in: Archaeology 43, 1990, 28-35; L. BONFANTE, Etruscan Nudity, in: 
Source: Notes in the History of Art 12, 1993, 47-55; L. BONFANTE, Classical 
Nudity in Italy and Greece, in: David RIDGWAY (ed.), Ancient Italy in Its 
Mediterranean Setting: Studies in Honour of Ellen Macnamara, London 2000, 271-
93; N. R. E. FISHER, Gymnasia and the Democratic Values of Leisure, in: P. 
CARTLEDGE/P. MILLETT/S. von REDEN (eds.), Kosmos: Essays in Order, Conflict 
and Community in Classical Athens, Cambridge 1998, 84-104; S. G. MILLER, 
Naked Democracy, in: Pernille FLENSTED-JENSEN/Thomas HEINE NIELSEN/Lene 
RUBINSTEIN (eds.), Polis and Politics: Studies in Ancient Greek History Presented 
to Mogens Herman Hansen on His Sixtieth Birthday, Copenhagen 2000, 277-96; 
and R. OSBORNE, Sculpted Men of Athens: Masculinity and Power in the Field of 
Vision, in: Lin FOXHALL/John SALMON (eds.), Thinking Men: Masculinity and Self
Representation in the Classical Tradition, London 1998, 23-42. The organic 
connection between participation in civic nudity and sociopolitical status is 
reflected in legal restrictions forbidding slaves from exercising in gymnasia. For 
these legal restrictions, see Aeschines I 138, Aristotle, Pol. l264al7-22, and 
Plutarch, Sol. 1. 

4) On this point, see the bibliography inn. 25. 
5) For earlier work on gymnaz6, seeP. CHANTRAINE, Dictionnaire etymologique 

de Ia langue grecque, 2 vols., Paris 1968, s. v. gymnos, H. FRISK, Griechisches 
etymologisches Worterbuch, 3 vols., Heidelberg 1960-1972, s.v. gymnos, J.C. 
MANN, Gymnaz6 in Thucydides 1.6.5, in: CR 24, 1974, 177-78; E. H. STURTEVANT, 
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than 2,500 occurrences of the verb using the TLG-D database. The 
results of this survey are summarized below and reviewed in detail in 
the appendix. 

Origins and Evolution 

The early history of gymnazo is not easily recovered because a single 
appearance in Theognis is the only instance that can be even tenta
tively dated to the pre-Classical period. The verb appears with some 
frequency in the far greater number of sources dating to the fifth cen
tury, but by this time its range of meanings had expanded, making it 
impossible to directly establish the original meaning of the verb. That 
meaning can, however, be reconstructed with a high degree of confi
dence on the basis of a careful examination of the uses to which gym
nazo was put by Greek authors. 6 

A diachronic analysis of the occurrences of gymnazo reveals that, 
prior to the fourth century, the only two attested meanings are those 

Gymnos and Nudus, in: AJP 33, 1912, 324-29, and J.-P. THUILLIER, Les jeux 
athlettques dans Ia civilisation Etrusque, Rome 1985 (BEFAR 256), 392-93. 

6) The emergence of civic nudity is obviously linked to the appearance of the 
word gymnasion. Unfortunately the earliest dateable uses of gymnasion are found in 
Aeschylus (Tetralogy 40, play D, I. 7) and Pindar (Thren. Frag. 129 I. 5) and hence 
are not significant chronological indicators. A fragment (106D) ascribed to 
Anacreon in the Palatine Anthology (6.143) uses gymnasion, but the attribution is 
very uncertain. Aesop uses the verb gymnasiarche6 (Fable 20 Version I, I. 2 and 
Version 3, I. 2). The difficulty is that, "We cannot know for sure that any one of the 
many fables ascribed to Aesop by ancient authors was actually told or invented by 
Aesop himself . . . It is very improbable that Aesop himself wrote or published 
anything" (B. E. PERRY, Introduction, in B. E. PERRY [ed.], Babrius and Phaedrus, 
London 1965, xi-cii at xxxv-xxxvi). 

The archaeological evidence and later literary references make it clear that two 
or three gymnasia existed in Athens by the last quarter of the sixth century. 
Unfortunately there is no way to know what terminology was used to describe these 
sites at the time since the earliest clear, securely dateable uses of the term 
gymnasion to mean a place set aside for exercise are found in Antiphon (Tetralogy 
1.2.15 and 2.3.4). The existence of gymnasia in the sixth century cannot, therefore, 
be used to establish a date for the appearance of the verb gymnaz6. For brief 
overviews of the history of the gymnasium, see S. L. GLASS, The Greek 
Gymnasium, in: Wendy J. RASCHKE (ed.), The Archaeology of the Olympics, 
Madison 1988, 155-73 and H. MUSSCHE, Sport et architecture, in: D. VANHOVE 
(ed.), Le sport dans Ia Grece antique, Brussels 1992, 43-55. For full-length 
treatments, see J. DELORME, Gymnasion, Paris 1960 and S. L. GLASS, Palaistra and 
Gymnasia in Greek Architecture, Ph.D. Diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1967. 
For early Athenian gymnasia, _see D. KYLE, Athletics in Ancient Athens, Leiden 
1987, 64-84. 
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summarized by Liddell/Scott under the heading of "to perform physi
cal exercises in the nude" and "to wear out, harass, torture, test". 
Gymnaz6 first appears in Theognis, at lines 1335-36: 

"OA.~to<; oan<; f.prov 'YUJ!VU~E'tat OtKa.OE £A.9rov 
£UO£tV CiUV Ka.A.&t 'lta.tOt 'lt()(.V11J!Eptoc;;. 

Happy is he who, being in love, engages m gymnastics, and 
going homeward 

sleeps all day with a beautiful boy. 7 

There are, of course, not insubstantial problems of authorship and 
chronology in regard to Theognis, which make the precise date of this 
passage difficult to establish with any precision. 8 Given the uncer
tainty surrounding the chronology of the Theognidean corpus, the 
earliest securely dateable uses of gymnaz6 are found in Aeschylus. 9 

The most directly relevant is that from the Theori (or Isthmiastae, 
Tetralogy 2, Play D, Frag. 17, 11. 30-31): 

... roc; t~£-r;ptlJE<; 'IcrEI}lta.cr'ttK'l)'f [n:aA.'Il]V, 
KOUK rtJ1EA.Tjcra.c;, &XA: £yu}lva~[ou Ka]/doc;. 

[Dionysius is speaking to satyrs who intend to compete at Isth
mia.] 
... you've worn yourself out training for the wrestling at Isthmia. 
You have not been careless, but have trained well. 

The other uses of this verb in Aeschylus are also instructive. They are 
four in number. 

7) English lacks a verbal equivalent to gymnaz6, as a result of which the term 
gymnastics is employed in translations supplied here. As used in this article 
gymnastics refers strictly to the activities designated by the ancient Greek verb 
gymnaz6 (and hence Bonfante's civic nudity) and thus does not correspond to 
standard English usage in which gymnastics more typically refers to exercises 
focused on developing and displaying strength, balance, and agility. 

8) On Theognis, see V. COBB-STEVENS/T. FIGUEIRA/G. NAGY, Introduction, in: 
Thomas FIGUEIRA!Gregory NAGY (eds.), Theognis ofMegara, Baltimore 1985, 1-8; 
T. FlGUEIRA, The Theognidae and Megarian Society, in: Thomas FIGUEIRA!Gregory 
NAGY (eds.), Theognis of Megara, 112-57; G. NAGY, Theognis and Megara: A 
Poet's Vision His of Megara, 22-31; H. PATZER, Der 
archaische Arete~Kanon irfl in: G. KURZ/D. !VWLLEPJW. 

Gnomosyne: Menschliches Denken ;.md Handeln in der 
LHeratur fih '<J-,/altfA 

Iv1vnich :~- 98! j 197 -226; and ~vt t.. V/EST, Studies an(l lamb:Ms, 
Berlin 1974, 65-71. 

9) There are three uses in the fables ascribed to Aesop (Fable 35, line 8, Fable 
20, version 2, line 5 and Fable 20, version 3, line On Aesop and the Aesopic 
corpus) see PERJZY) J,qtroduction {n. 6), 
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Agamemnon 540: 
Xo. £prot; n:a'tprota.c; 'tfjcror yfjc; cr' f.y'6f.!vacrrv; 

Chorus: Desire for this your homeland troubled you? 

Prometheus Vinctus 585-87: 
ClOTlV Jlf n:oA. un:A.avot n:A.ava.t 
'fE')'UJlVUKa.crtv, ou8' EXffi }la.9EtV onm 
1t111·wvac; aA.u~ro. 

[Io is speaking.] 
Far-wandering travels have vexed me unceasingly, but I am 
not able to learn how to escape my sufferings. 

Prometheus Vinctus 590-92: 
... 11 iltoc; eaA.n:n K£ap 
f.pron, Kat vuv 1:ouc; un:epf.! f!Knc; 3p6J..wuc; 
"Hpa.t O"'tU'f1l'tO<; n:poc; ~iav yUjlVU~E'tat. 

[Prometheus is speaking.] 
... she inflames the heart of Zeus with passion, and now, 

hated 
by Hera, she suffers perforce limitless wandering. 

Septem Contra Thebas 440-44: 
Kana.vcuc; o' cmuA.Et, op&.v n:apWKEUa.O"JlEVO<;' 
9Eouc; a'tt~rov, Kan:oyUjl va~rov u'tOJla. 
xo:p&.t fl.U't()(.tat EIVTj'tO<; ffiv de; oupavov 
1tEf.!'ltEt yEyrova ZTjvt KUjlaivov't' tn:11· 

Capaneus issues threats, already having prepared himself to 
act, dishonoring the gods, vigorously exercising his mouth 
in a vain joy. Although mortal, he sends seething ·words for 
Zeus to hear. 

11 

There are ten further uses of gymnazo by authors working exclusively 
in the fifth all of utilize the same, narrow 
range of meaningso !O The earliest signs that the semantic field of gym-

43GJ D{J' date for 
Poimene:;, 460s; A.) 458; Theorfllsthrrliastae~ before 456~ 
Aeschylus, Pr., before 456 if authentic, before 425 if not; Herodotus, 440--'!30; 
Antiphon, 440-420; Euripides, A lope, 431-428(?); Thucydides 1.6, 431-411; 
Euripides, Hipp., 42il; 42 I; Critias, 406-404. A new find could push 
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nazo was taking on something resembling its final shape can be found 
in the following passages from Xenophon, !socrates, and Plato, all 
dating to the fourth century: 

Hellenica 6.523.709: 
Ko:t yap ot J!Ev Bownot fYUJ!VU~OVto nuvt£<; 1t£pt '!:a on:A.o., 
&.yo.A.MJ!E.Vot 1:'fj tv A£UK'tpot<; v1xn· 

For all the Boeotians were training themselves in arms, glo
rying in the victory at Leuctra. 

Against the Sophists 14.6-9: 
Ai f!Ev yap ouvaJ!Et<; Ko.t 1:&v Myrov Ko.t t&v fiA.A.rov i::pyrov 
OtnUV'!:ffiV fV 'tOt<; Et)<pUEO'tV f-yyl.yvovto.t KO.t 'tOt<; 1t£pt 'ta<; 
fJ!1tHpi.o.c; Yf.'YUJ! VO.OJ!EVOt<;. 

For ability, in speaking and all other activities, is found in 
those with in-born talent and in those having been trained by 
expenence. 

Against the Sophists 16.7-17.6: 
'tO ()f. '!:OU'tOOV £cp' EKUO'I:(fl 'tWV n:po.yflU'tffiV ac; 0£t npoclvf.crf:la.t 
KO:t J!d~o:O'So:t n:poc:; aA.A. ijA.o.c; Kat 'tU~O.O'Sa.t KO:'tU 'tpon:ov, E'tt 
Sf. 't&v Ka.tp&v J.!Tt Oto.J!o.p'tctv &.'AA.a KO.t 'tot<; tvSuJ!iJJ!O.Ot 
1tp£1tOV'tro<; oA.ov 'tOV A.6yov KO.'t0.1totKtAat KO.t 'tOt<; OVOJ!()(O'tV 
f.UpUSJ!ro<; KO.l J.lOUatK&<; dn:EtV, 'tO.U'tO. o£ n:oA.A.flc:; E1ttJ.lcA-f.i.o.c;; 
oc'i:crem Ko.t 'JIU:Xfi<; &.voptKfj<; Ko.t oo~o.onKfj<; i::pyov d'vo.t, 
Kat oc'i:v 'tov J!Ev J!a.ST'j-cijv, n:poc;; 1:cp Trtv ~pumv £x~::w oto.v xpiJ, 

the date of the first use of gymnazo to mean something other than "to perform 
physical exercises in the nude" and "to wear out, harass, torture, test" back quite a 
bit, but the basic pattern would remain intact. 

All dates are drawn from Cambridge History of Classical Literature ( vol. 1, 
P. E. EASTERLING/B. M. W. KNOX [eds.], Cambridge 1985), with the following 
exceptions: 

for A lope, T. B. L WEBSTER, The Tragedies of Euripides, London 1967, 32, 94 
for Critias, F. OLL!ER, Le mirage Spartiate: Etude sur !'idealisation de 

dans l'antiquite Grecque de l'originejusqu'aux Cyniques, Paris 1933, 170 
fnr .Poimenes) }1 LLOYD-JONES, 

Sophocles, vol. m, Cambridge 1996, 257 
for Pr., M. GRiFFITH, Introduction to Aeschylus' Prometheus Bound, in: Mark 

GRIFFiTH Prometheus Bound, 1983, l-37, 31-35 and 
Do SUTTON, The Dote Prorfleiheus BoundJ in: ·GRBS 24, 1983, 239-94 

for Theon/lsthmiastae, H. LLOYD~JONES, and Addenda, in: H. W. 
SMYTH Aeschylus, Cambridge 1957, 523-603 and M. STIEBER, 
Aeschylus' Theoroi and Realism in Greek Art, in: TAPA 124, 1994, 85-119, 
n.l. 
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-ca J..I.Ev do11 -ca 't&v Myrov j.!O.flc'i:v, n£p1. o£ 'ta<; :x;pijcrnc; au't&v 
yoJ! vo.a8fjvm ... 

But to choose from these [elements out of which speeches 
are constructed] the ones that are necessary for each subject 
and to mix them together and arrange them in the proper 
fashion, and moreover to not miss what the occasion calls 
for, but also to embroider the whole speech with fitting sen
timents and to speak with rhythmic and melodious phrases, 
these things require much care and are work for a strong and 
original mind, and it is necessary for the student, in addition 
to having the requisite natural aptitude, to learn the various 
kinds of speeches and to be trained in their use ... 

Republic 503el-504a2: 
Bo.O'O.VtO''!:EOV oil EV 't£ ot~ 'tO't£ tA.eyOJ.!f.V n6votc; 't£ Kat 
cp6~otc;; KOLl. iloovo.l:c:;, J(()(l E'tt oiJ 0 '!:O't£ no.petJ.!EV vuv AEYOJ!f.V, 
on KO.t tv J!O.SljJ!a.Ol n:oA.A.ot<; yUj!VU~f.tV Cf.t, GK01tOUV'tot<; £t 
Kat 'ta l!tyw-ca J.Lo.SiJJ.l.o.'to. ouvo.'ti! £a,;m tvEyK~:.tv £l 't£ Ko.l. 
&.noonA.tucrn, fficrn:cp oi tv 'tote; O:A.Ivot~ O:noonlvt&V't£<;. 

It is necessary for them to be tested in the pains and fears 
and pleasures of which we spoke earlier, and we must still 
now speak about the matter that we passed over earlier, that 
it is necessary to train them in many studies, observing 
whether their nature is able to endure the supreme studies or 
whether they will falter, just as some falter in bodily con
tests. 

Republic 504dl: 
... Kat oux fj1:·wv J.!O.VElavovn novrp:f.ov 11 yuJ.tvat;oJ.tf.wp· 

'"· and it is necessary for him to take pains with his studies 
no less than with his physical training. 11 

13 

earliest dated uses of gymnaz6 shmv a sernantic 
field limited to two meanings, "to perform physical exercises in the 
nude" and "to wea:r . In the absence of further 
textual is it possible to assign chronological 
of two 
provide strong indications that 

11 ) Xenophon, Isocrates, and Plato all use gymnaz6 to describe nude physical 
exercise. (See, for example, Oec. l 0.11.3; Antidosis 210. 3; R. 452a11.) 
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Gymnos and gymnazo 

The most important evidence for the link between gymnaz6 and nude 
athletics is etymological. Gymnaz6 is a denominative (a word, usually 
a verb, derived from a noun or an adjective) constructed from gymnos 
(nude ).12 The derivation of gymnaz6 from gymnos is of considerable 
significance, since it indicates that a key feature of the activity being 
described was nudity. Of all the activities to which gymnaz6 ulti
mately came to refer, athletics was the only one for which nudity was 
a decisive feature. The survey of the usages of gymnaz6 undertaken by 
this author revealed that the presence of nudity was regularly and 
strongly emphasized when gymnaz6 referred to athletic activity, but 
otherwise went unmentioned. The following passages are sympto
matic: 

Thucydides 1.6: 
EYUJ.L vro91lcr6.v 'CE 1tpiD'C01. K<X.t E<; 'CO cpa.vepov cX1tOOUV'CE<; At1t<X. 
J.LE'ta 'COU yUJ.L v6.~ecr9a.t. itA.Ehjf<X.V'to· 'CO o£ 1t6.A.a.t. K<X.t tv 't~ 
'OA.UJ.L1tl.K~ ay&vt. Ol.<X.~OOJ.l<X.'C<X. EXOV'CE<; 1tEpt 'CCt a.ioota. oi 
a9AT\'C<X.t ityrovt~OV'CO, K<X.t ou 1tOAACt E'CT\ E1tEl.OTJ 1tE1t<X.U'C<X.l.. E'tl. 
o£ Kat tv 'tot<; ~a.p~O.pot<; ecrnv oic; vuv, Ka.l. J.LO.A.tcr'ta. 'tot<; 
'Ama.vot<;, 1t'O'YJ.Lil<; K<X.t 1t6.A.11<; &9A.a. 'tt9E'ta.t., K<X.t ot.E~OOJ.LEVOt 
'COU'CO op&crt.v. 1toA.A.a o' O.v K<X.t aA.A.a. 'Ct.<; a1tood;Et.E 'CO 
1t<X.A<X.l.OV 'EA.AT\Vl.KOV OJ.l01.0'tp01t<X. 'C~ vuv ~a.p~pt.K~ 

Ot.<X.l. 'COOJ.LEVOV. 

The Lacedaemonians were the first to engage in gymnastics 
and to disrobe openly and rub themselves down with oil af
ter engaging in gymnastics. But long ago, even at the Olym
pic Games, athletes competed with loincloths around their 
genitals, and it is not many years since they stopped. And 
even now among the barbarians, especially among those in 
Asia Minor, who hold contests in boxing and wrestling, the 
competitors still wear loincloths. And one might also point 
out many other ways in which Greek customs of long ago, 
and current practices among the barbarians are similar. 

12) Gymnos could be used to describe lightly-armed troops (as opposed to 
heavily-armed hoplites) and also had further, more figurative meanings, but its 
semantic field was strongly rooted in the meaning "nude". On this point (and the 
derivation of gymnazo from gymnos), see the bibliography cited in n. 5. The 
scholiast to Aeschylus, Th. 256d specifically identifies gymnos as the root of gym
nazo. 
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Xenophon, Symposium 2.18: 
O'Cl. ou oeiJcrEt. J.LE <J'O'Y'Y'OJ.LV<X.<J'CTJV ~1'\'CEtV, ouo' EV OXAql1tpEcr
~U'CT\V ov'Ca. a1toouecr9a.t, aA.A.' apKecret J.Lot ol'Ko<; E1t'taKA.woc; 
.. . K<X.t XEl.J.LIDVO<; J.LEv EV <J'CE'YTI YUJ.L v6.croJ.L<X.l., O'C<X.V o£ aya.v 
K<X.UJ.L<X. fl, EV crKt.(i ... 

[Socrates is expotinding on the advantages of dance as exer
cise.] 
I will not need to find a partner to exercise with, or, as an 
old man, to strip down in a crowd, but will train in a room 
of moderate size ... and in the winter I will engage in gym
nastics under a roof, and whenever it is very hot, in the 
shade ... 

Lucian, Anacharsis Section 24: 
Ta ot oiJ crroJ.La.'ta., o1tep J.LO.A.tcr'Ca. t1to9etc; aKoucrm, rooe 
Ka.'ta.yuJ.L v~oJ.Lev. a1tooucra.v'tec; a.u'Ca, roc; £cp11v, ouKe'Ct 
a1ta.A.a K<X.t 'CEAEOV acrUJ.L1t<X.Yf\ OV'C<X., 1tp&'COV J.LEv E9t~El.V 
a;touJ.LEV 1tp0<; 'COV aepa., cruvot.KEl.OUV'CE<; <X.U'CCt 't<X.t<; cOp<X.t<; 
EKa<J't<X.t.<;, roc; J.LiJ'CE 96.A.1to<; oucrxepa.tVEl.V J.LiJ'CE 1tp0<; KpUo<; 
a1ta.yopeunv, E1tEt'Ca. o£ xpl.oJ.Lev tA.a.l.q1 Ka.l. Ka.'ta.J.La.A.a'C'toJ.LEv, 
roc; eu'tovro'tepa. yl.yvot'Co· a'Co1tov yap, Ei 'Ca J.LEv crKU'CT\ 
VOJ.Lt~OJ.LEV U1t0 'C~ EA<X.tql J.L<X.A<X.'C'COJ.LEV<X. oucrpa.yE<J'CEp<X. K<X.t 
1tOAA~ Ot.<X.pKE<J'CEp<X. yl.yvecr9a.t. VEKp6. 'YE llOT\ OV'C<X., 'CO o' E'Cl. 
~rof\<; J.LE'CEXOV <JIDJ.L<X. J.LTJ av aJ.LEl.VOV 1iyotJ.LE9<X. U1t0 'COU EA<X.tO'\) 
ota.'te9iJcrecr9a.t.. 

With respect to bodies, about which you are especially eager 
to hear, we train them in the following fashion. When they 
are no longer tender and entirely without strength, they are 
stripped, since as I said we think it best to accustom them 
first to the air, acclimatizing them to the various seasons, so 
that they do not wilt in the heat or shy away from the cold. 
Next we rub them with olive oil and make them supple, so 
that they may be better toned. For it would be strange, if we 
think that leather is softened by olive oil and thus becomes 
more durable, although it is lifeless, that we might believe 
that the body, still having a share of life, would not be im
proved by olive oil. 

Proclus, In Platonis Rem Publicam Commentarii Vol. 1 p. 242, 
11.22-23: 

Ei o£ 'Y'OJ.LV6.~Ecr9a.t., OEt K<X.t a1tOOUEcr9a.t. EV 'COt<; 
'Y'OJ.l va.crl.ot.<; roc; 'COU<; avopa.<; ... 

15 
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[Proclus is commenting upon Plato's plans to include 
women in gymnastic and military training.] 
If they engage in gymnastics, it is necessary for them to 
strip in the gymnasia, just as men ... 

Dio Chrysostom, Oration 28.6: 
an:ooucrcq.tE.vou o' oiYK E()'ttV O()'tt<; flA.'Aov tee&:to, no'A'A&v JlEv 
natorov, no'A'A&v 8£ avop&v YUJlVU~OJ.!EVffiV. 

Once he had stripped, no one looked at anyone else, even 
though there were many boys, many men engaged in gym
nastics. 

Philostratus, De Gymnastica 36.34-37: 
Mucpa OE m:tpva K<Xt tcrtxov'ta (oit; liv 'tUXU), OU'tE an:oounv 
Ot~t&, OU'Cf. YUJ.I.VU~UV, Kat yap KotKO()'tOJlUXOt a'AtcrKOV'tat 
Kal. ouK c:ucrn:'Aayxvm Kat 'to nvf.UJ1a cr1:E.voL 

I do not deem it worthwhile to either to strip or to train 
those who happen to have small and hollow chests, for they 
suffer from sensitive stomachs and do not have healthy 
bowels and are short of breath. 

Hippocrates, De Diaeta 1-4 Section 2: 
. .. ytvrocrKot &.v 'tOV avSpronov EKOUVOV'tU 'tE Kat cV 'tOt crt 

YUJl vacriotm YUJl va~6Jltvov, rocr1:e qmA.&.crcru v uytai vovm ... 

... he [the doctor] should recognize the man stripping and 
engaging in gymnastics for the sake of his health ... 13 

The preceding passages make it clear that the athletic activity to 
which gymnaz6 referred was specifically nude athletic activity. The 
linlc between gymnos and gymnazo on one hand and between nudity 
and athletics on the other strongly indicates that this verb came into 
being to describe nude athletic activity. It requires no special pleading 
to propose that, over the course of time, gymnazo accreted new 
meanings, most of which extended the notions intense activity and 
training inherent in the original meaning. The close be
tween military activity and gymnastics and the educational ·functions 
of practice facilities such as gymnasia and account 
for subsequent of the verb's semantic to cover 
training in arms and instruction of kinds.l 4 

13) See also Lucian, Anach. Sections l and 36; Philostratus, 46.3-5; 
Plutarch, Mor. 127e; and the scholion to Aristophanes, V. ll95b. 

14) For cultural and educational functions of the gymnasium, see FISHER, 
v"''"""c"' (n. 3); C. FORBES, Uses the Greek in: CP 
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Historical considerations reinforce the conclusion that gymnazo 
came into being to describe nude athletic activity. As will become 
clear below, there is good evidence that the custom of performing 
athletics in the nude was not common in Greece until the sixth cen
tury. If the use of gymnazo does indeed date to the sixth century, the 
rough chronological correspondence between the first use of gymnazo 
and the emergence of civic nudity is unlikely to be coincidental. The 
difficulties with dating various portions of the Theognidean corpus 
(and the lack of other occurrences of the verb in the extant literature 
from the Archaic period) mean that a sixth century date for the first 
use of gymnaz6 is impossible to definitively establish, but the sugges
tion of such a date for the relevant portion of the Theognidean corpus 
is quite defensible. IS 

It is also not without significance that both the Iliad and Odyssey 
contain scenes that would have almost inevitably involved civic nu
dity and use of the verb gymnazo in a later text. Yet Homer's athletes 
always wear loincloths, and Homer never uses the verb gymnazo.I6 
The relatively limited number and lacunose nature of the sources that 
survive from the Archaic period are also relevant, insofar as the ab
sence of gymnazo in those sources does not call for special explana
tion. 

The conclusion that the verb gymnazo was coined to describe nude 
athletic activity is therefore all but inescapable. In and of itself this 
finding is of some significance, but it may well be possible to progress 
further and link gymnazo to a specific subcategory of nude athletic 
activity. In order to do so, it is first necessary to review the different 
categories of male nudity and of nude athletic activity in ancient 
Greece. 

1945, 32-42; and D. VANHOVE, Le gymnase, in: D. VANHOVE (ed.), Le sport dans 
Ia Grece Brussels 1992, 57-77. On and activity, see 
DELORME, Gymnasion 9-30, H. EVJEN, The and Functions 
Athletic in the Ancient World, in: William COULSON/Helmut 
KYRIELE!S Proceedings of an 
Games, Athens 1992, 95-104, 103-04; and M. JM!lESON, in Athens, 

:> ]980, 213-36. 
15) C~1~ tPe date of the 

Patzer~s views on various sections of the corpus are the relevanJ.: 
lines would not be am.ong the earliest in the corpus. 

16) The scenes in the Homeric poems where one would have expected civic 
include Jl. 2. 773-75 and Od. 17.166-690 
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Categories of Male Nudity and ofNude Athletics 

Male nudity in ancient Greece was neither a static nor a monolithic 
phenomenon. For the purposes of discussion, it is possible to subdi
vide Greek male nudity into five separate categories.!? One category 

17) For more on the system of categorization used here, see BONFANTE, Nudity 
as a Costume and BONFANTE, Classical Nudity (n. 3). The discussion which follows 
applies only to post-Bronze Age Greece. The situation in the Middle and Late 
Bronze Age in the Aegean was sufficiently divergent from and discontinuous with 
what followed as to necessitate separate treatment. The focus on male nudity 
deserves emphasis because female nudity in Greece presents a different picture. As 
females regularly participated in initiatory athletics, but were excluded from civic 
nudity, female nudity is largely outside the scope of this article. It is sufficient to 
note that female nudity in ancient Greece was limited to three of the five types of 
nudity identified for males (nakedness, divinity/extraordinary achievement, and 
erotic). While female and male nudity in the specific context of Greek art shared a 
number of similarities in the Geometric period, they followed strongly divergent 
lines of evolution. In very general terms, it would appear that the nudity of both 
male and female figures in Greek Geometric art was typically little more than a 
means of clarifying gender, though in some cases female nudity may have had 
sacral overtones. Stephanie Bohm has argued that those sacral overtones may have 
in part derived from a tradition of nude female divinities rooted in the Late Bronze 
Age. 

In seventh-century Greek art, females tended to be clothed while males tended 
to be nude. The nude male in art during this phase was semiotically unmarked, 
while clothing was a signifier that marked a figure as "not male". The nude female 
figures found in seventh-century Greek art appear to have strong religious 
overtones and Eastern iconographic antecedents, though the precise significance of 
many of the relevant pieces remains unclear. In the course of the sixth century, the 
nude male figure in art, to use Robin Osborne's phrasing, "lost its semiotic 
innocence" as male nudity came to be a complex signifier with a wide range of 
meanings (R. OSBORNE, Men without Clothes: Heroic Nakedness and Greek Art, in: 
Gender and History 9, 1997, 504-28, 512). Beginning in this period and continuing 
through the mid-fourth century, female nudity in Greek art tended to have relatively 
narrow, largely erotic significance, though the element of sacrality was not entirely 
lost. 

The divergent lines of evolution of the male and female nude in Greek art are 
most evident in the contrast between the clothed korai and the nude kouroi. Insofar 
as it now appears that the nudity of the seventh-century kouroi was based upon the 
unmarked status of the male figure, the nude kouroilclothed korai distinction can be 
related to contemporary sociopolitical trends in only the most general terms. This is 
of course a very rough sketch of an extremely complex subject and should be 
understood as such. 

On male and female nudity in Greek art, see BONFANTE, Nudity as a Costume; 
BONFANTE, Classical Nudity (n. 3); H. CANCIKIH. SCHNEIDER/A. F. V. PAULY/G. 
WISSOWA, (eds.}, Der neue Pauly: Enzyklopadie der Antike, 15 vols. Stuttgart 
1996, s. v. Nacktheit; N. HIMMELMAN, /deale Nacktheit in der griechischen Kunst, 
Berlin 1990; and A. STEWART, Art, Desire, and the Body in Ancient Greece, New 
York 1997, 24-42. On female nudity in Greek art, seeK. BASSI, Male Nudity and 
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of male nudity carried apotropaic and talismanic meanings and was 
closely associated with the erect phalli of satyrs and herms. A second 
category was essentially negative in that nudity was opposed to the 
protection provided by clothing or armor and was linked to shame, 
humiliation, vulnerability, and absence of status. This type of nudity 
might better be termed "nakedness".!& A third category of male nudity 
connoted divinity and exceptional human achievements or experiences 
and was associated with ritual in general and initiation rites in par
ticular.l9 The fourth type of nudity, erotic nudity, requires little expla
nation. The fifth and final category is civic nudity, i.e, non-formal, 
nude athletic activity that took place on a regular basis in gymnasia. 
The existence of different kinds of nudity with differing significances 
is reflected in the widely variant types of figures that are depicted in 
the nude in Greek art, ranging from gods to heroes to athletes to 
craftsmen to hetairai to slaves. 

By the end of the Archaic period, three distinct forms of athletic 
nudity had come into being, two of which were associated with ritu
alized settings and hence were special cases of nudity connoting ex
ceptional human achievements and experiences. In many places in 
Greece initiation rites included organized contests in the form of a 
footrace, the participants in which wore a special costume or went en
tirely nude.20 Athletic nudity also took place in the context of formally 

Disguise in the Discourse of Greek Histrionics, in: Helios 22, 1995, 3-22; S. 
BOHM, Die "Nackte Gottin", Mainz 1990, passim; and N. SALOMON, Making a 
World of Difference: Gender, Asymmetry, and the Greek Nude, in: Ann Olga 
KOLOSKI-OSTROW/Claire L. LYONS (eds.), Naked Truths: Women, Sexuality, and 
Gender in Classical Art and Archaeology, London 1997, 197-219. On female 
nudity in the actual practice of Greek athletics, see G. ARRIGONI, Donne e Sport nel 
Mondo Greco, in: G. ARRIGONI (ed.), LeDonne in Grecia, Rome 1985, 107-19; S. 
DES BOUVRIE, Gender and the Games at Olympia, in: Brit BERGGREEN/Nanno 
MARINATOS (eds.), Greece and Gender, Bergen 1995, 55-74; and T. SCANLON, 
Virgineum Gymnasium, in: Wendy RASCHKE (ed.), The Archaeology of the 
Olympics, Madison 1988, 185-216. On male nudity in Greek art, see T. HOLSCHER, 
Griechische Historienbilder des 5. und 4. Jahrhunderts v. Chr., Wiirzburg 1973, 
44-49, 86, 97, 100-01; T. HoLSCHER, Die Aufstellung des Perikles-Bildnisses und 
ihre Bedeutung, in: WJA 1, 1975, 187-99; OSBORNE, Men without Clothes (cited 
above, this note), and OSBORNE, Sculpted Men (n. 3). 

IS) This terminological nuance is based on STEWART, Art, Desire, and the Body 
(n.l7} 25, who in turn draws from J. BERGER, Ways of Seeing, London 1977, 45-
64. See also H. P. DUERR, Nacktheit und Scham, Frankfurt 21988, 13-23. 

I9) So-called heroic nudity, currently a subject of vigorous debate, falls under 
this heading. On heroic nudity, see the discussion and bibliography in n. 17. 

20) While athletic nudity in initiatory rites may well extend back into the Bronze 
Age, it is difficult to document prior to the early Iron Age. The best-known 
examples of early initiatory athletics are Cretan rites. On these rites, see Ephorus, 
FrGH 70 F 149 (ap. Strabo X 483); Plato, Lg. 636d; Aristotle, Fr. 611.15; Dosiadis, 
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organized athletic competitions (at festivals and funerals) of a non
initiatory variety in which adult males participated. The third and final 
type of athletic nudity was civic nudity. Civic nudity came into being 
at some point between the mid-eighth and early sixth centuries. Prior 
to the emergence of civic nudity, adult males regularly engaged in 
non-formal athletic activity, but invariably did so in a loincloth.2I The 

FrGH 458 F 2; and Nikolaos, FrGH 90 F 103. For modern accounts, see E. BETHE, 
Die Dorische Knabenliebe, in: RM 62, 1907, 438-75, J. BREMMER, Adolescents, 
Symposion, and Pederasty, in: Oswyn MURRAY (ed.), Sympotica: A Symposium on 
the Symposium, Oxford 1990, 135-48; D. BRIQUEL, Initiations Grecques et 
Ideologie Indo-Europeene, in: Anna1es 37, 1982, 454-64; W. BURKERT, Greek 
Religion, trans. John RAFFAN, Cambridge 1985 (1977), 260-62; K. J. DOVER, Greek 
Homosexuality, Cambridge 2 1989, 185-96; D. M. HALPERIN, One Hundred Years of 
Homosexuality, New York 1990, 54-61; R. KOEHL, The Chieftain Cup and a 
Minoan Rite of Passage, in: JHS 106, 1986, 99-110; R. KOEHL, The Villas at Ayia 
Triadha and Nirou Chani and the Origin of the Cretan Andreion, in: R. HAGG (ed.), 
The Function of the Minoan Villa, Stockholm 1997, 137-47; R. KOEHL, Ritual 
Context, in: J. A. MACGILLIVRAY/]. M. DRIESSEN/L. H. SACKETT (eds.), The 
Palaikastro Kouros: A Minoan Chryselephantine Statuette and Its Aegean Bronze 
Age Context, London 2000, 131-43; D. LEITAO, The Perils of Leukippos, in: CA 
14, 1995, 130-63; T. SCANLON, Eros and Greek Athletics, Oxford 2002, 74-77; P. 
VIDAL-NAQUET, The Black Hunter, trans. Andrew SZEGEDY-MASZAK, Baltimore 
1986 (1981), 113-17; R. F. WILLETTS, Aristocratic Society in Ancient Crete, 
London 1955, 120-23; R.F. WILLETTS, Cretan Cults and Festivals, London 1962, 
43-53, 60-67, 116-17, 75-77, 201-14; and R. F. WILLETTS, Ancient Crete, London 
1965, 110-18. While the ancient sources for the Cretan rites are relatively late, a 
series of dedications from the sanctuary of Hermes Dendrites and Aphrodite at Kato 
Simi in Crete, which begin c. 1000, and a considerable body of inscriptional 
evidence strongly suggest a high degree of continuity. On the Kato Simi bronzes, 
see A. LEMBESI, A Sanctuary of Hermes and Aphrodite in Crete, in: Expedition 18, 
1976, 2-13; A. LEBESSI, To Iero tou Herme kai tes Aphrodites ste Syme Biannou, 
in: Library of the Archaeological Society at Athens 102, 1985, A. LEBESSI/P. 
MUHLY, The Sanctuary of Hermes and Aphrodite at Syme, Crete, in: National 
Geographic Research 3, 1987, 102-13; and STEWART, Art, Desire, and the Body 
(n. 17) 28-39. The inscriptional evidence includes IC I VIII 13 8; IC I XVI 5 21 and 
44; IC I XIX 1 3 and 17-18; IC I IX I 99-100 and 153-160; IC II V 24 7-9; and IC 
IV LXXII 7 35-43. See Koehl's work (referenced above) for possible connections to 
the Bronze Age. For the role of nudity in initiation rites in ancient Greece, see A. 
BRELICH, Paides e Parthenoi, Rome 1969, 31, 72, 158, 72,200, 25,452, ns.60 and 
200, and passim, H. JEANMAIRE, Couroi et couretes: Essai sur /'education 
Spartiate et sur les rites d'adolescence dans l'antiquite hellenique, Lille 1939,442, 
518,31, 59, 66, 78, and passim, SCANLON, Eros 64-174, and VIDAL-NAQUET, The 
Black Hunter 106-28. For literature on initiation rites in general (including the role 
of nudity), see n.23. 

21) This chronology is based on both literary and artistic evidence. The best 
treatment of the relevant evidence is M. McDONNELL, The Introduction of Athletic 
Nudity, in: JHS 111, 1991, 182-93, though see also M. MCDONNELL, Athletic 
Nudity among the Greeks and Etruscans, in: Ecole Fran~aise de Rome (ed.), 
Spectacles sportifs et sceniques dans le monde Etrusco-Italique, Rome 1993, 395-
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advent of civic nudity greatly increased the frequency with which 
Greek males engaged in athletic nudity, as initiatory nudity was by 
definition exceptional and formally organized athletic contests were 
relatively rare prior to the sixth century.22 

Each of the three different types of male athletic nudity represented 
a distinct category of activity. Initiatory athletics involved both boys 
and girls on the cusp of adulthood, took place intermittently, occurred 
in the context of formally organized contests, and formed part of rites 
designed to change the status of the participants in some important 
fashion. 23 Athletic nudity in the context of formally organized 
competitions occurred infrequently and in a structured, ritualized set
ting with the goal of establishing the relative talents of the competi
tors. Civic nudity involved adult citizen males, was associated with 
membership in the hoplite phalanx, took place regularly, and served as 
a preparatory exercise for competition in the stadium and on the bat
tlefield. Further, athletic nudity that took place in the context of ini
tiatory rites and formally organized competitions was strongly ritual-

407; and H. A. SHAPIRO, Modest Athletes and Liberated Women: Etruscans on Attic 
Black-Figure Vases, in: Beth COHEN (ed.), Not the Classical Ideal: Athens and the 
Construction of the Other in Greek Art, Leiden 2000, 313-37. Non-formal athletics 
appears in Book 2 of the Iliad (where Achilles' men amuse themselves by throwing 
the discus and javelin [773-75]) and in Book 17 ofthe Odyssey (where Penelope's 
suitors throw the discus and javelin while waiting for dinner (166-699]). 

22) Prior to the sixth century, the only recurring, formally organized athletic 
competition in Greece was the Olympic Games. Major changes took place in the 
first half of the sixth century, during which time the Pythian, Isthmian, and Nemean 
Games were founded (in 586, 580 and 573, respectively) along with numerous local 
festivals featuring athletic competition, including the Panathenaea (in 566). Even 
when athletic festivals became commonplace, they remained overtly ritualized 
contexts that were apart from everyday life. On the founding of the various athletic 
festivals, see K. BRODERSEN, Zur Datierung der ersten Pythien, in: ZPE 82, 1990, 
25-31; E. N. GARDINER, Athletics of the Ancient World, Oxford 1930, 28-42; D. 
KYLE, The Panathenaic Games: Sacred and Civic Athletics, in: Jennifer NEJLS 
(ed.), Goddess and Polis: The Panathenaic Festival in Ancient Athens, Princeton 
1992, 77-101; S.G. MILLER, The Date of the First Pythiad, in: CSCA 11, 1978, 
127-58; R. OSBORNE, Competitive Festivals and the Polis: A Context for Dramatic 
Festivals at Athens, in: H. SOMMERSTEIN/S. HALLIWELL!]. HENDERSON/B. 
ZIMMERMAN (eds.), Tragedy, Comedy, and the Polis, Bari 1990, 21-37; H. W. 
PLEKET, Games, Prizes, Athletes, and Ideology, in: Stadion 1, 1975, 49-89; L. 
ROLLER, Funeral Games for Historical Persons, in: Stadion 7, 1981, 1-18; and 
P. N. URE, The Origin of Tyranny, Cambridge 1922,261-62. 

23) The transition involved was typically from that of child to adult. On rites of 
passage, see M. ELIADE, Rites and Symbols of Initiation: The Mysteries of Birth 
and Rebirth, trans. Willard R. TRASK, New York 1975 (1958), V. W. TURNER, The 
Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure, Symbol, Myth, and Ritual Series, 
Ithaca, N.Y. 1977, 94-130; and. A. VAN GENNEP, Rites of Passage, trans. Monika B. 
VIZEDOM/Gabrielle L. CAFFEE, Chicago 1960 (1906). 
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ized and was grounded in the strand of male nudity in which nudity 
reflected the extraordinary nature of an individual or event. Civic nu
dity, on the other hand, was a practice that was deeply embedded in 
the daily habits of male citizens. 

A point that requires particular emphasis is that civic nudity was a 
remarkable and uniquely Greek phenomenon, something that emerges 
from Bonfante's examination of how nudity (not just athletic nudity) 
functioned in the art and life of neighboring, contemporary cultures in 
the Mediterranean basin. Both in Greece and elsewhere, nudity could 
function as an apotropaic device, as a sign of exposure and vulner
ability, as a signal of extraordinary power or status, and as an erotic 
gesture. Other cultures made use of initiatory nudity and staged ath
letic competitions in which the participants were partially or com
pletely nude. Yet only the Greeks took the bold step of making regu
lar, group nudity (in the form of civic nudity) a key element of every
day life. Even within Greece itself, civic nudity was an exceptional 
practice. Despite the very frequent occurrence of nudity in Greek art, 
the number of contexts in which male citizens could acceptably appear 
nude in public was strictly limited. As Hans Peter Duerr has pointed 
out, ancient Greece was not a utopian society in which public nudity 
was without shame or limits.24 li: should come as no surprise, then, 
that by the fifth-century civic nudity had become a key feature differ-

24) DUERR, Nacktheit und Scham (n. 18) 13-23. On this subject, see also 
H!MMELMAN, !deale Nacktheit (n. 17) 37-39 and passim; N. HIMMELMAN, 
Realistische Themen in der griechischen Kunst der archaischen und klassischen 
Zeit, Berlin 1994, 23-49; and OSBORNE, Men without Clothes (n. 17). For a 
contrary position, see P. HANNAH, The Reality of Greek Male Nudity: Looking to 
African Parallels, in: Scho!ia 7, 1998, 17-40, who concludes that" ... Greek men 
. . . were . . . content to go about in their ordinary lives wearing a minimum of 
clothing and a coating of perfumed oil" (1 Hannah's conclusions are, however, 
based on a simplistic understanding of the relationship between representation and 
reality and are thus unsupportable, C, W. CLAIRMONT, Classical Attic Tombstones, 
8 Kilchberg Switzerland 1993, I: 137-59 articulates a more nuanced 
argument, to which Rn Greek art \Vas ~n a~sthetic choice that 
contained no idealization and no overtones. This would se\'Om to 
an unduly restricted meaning on a "v'"'"''~A pmmom::,non. Duerr was respond11ng 

societies of the L. THOYvHv1EN, Jfcrcktheil lind Ziviii,'Jaliorts"· 
prozess in Griecheniand, in: Historische 4, 1996, 438-50 re~ 

examines the possibility of applying Elias' ideas to ancient Greece and finds that 
male was largely restricted to athletics but that the limiting factor was not 
shame, as Duerr would have it, but aid6s, 
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entiating not just Greek from non-Greek, but also citizen from non
citizen within Greece itself.25 

Gymnazo and Civic Nudity 

The emergence of civic nudity as the costume of the citizen funda
mentally transvalued public nudity, since, prior to the adoption of this 
custom, public nudity in non-ritualized settings was a mark of vulner
ability and absence of status; it was "nakedness". This very different 
manifestation of nudity had a linguistic counterpart in another gym
nos-based denominative, gymnoo, which appears nine times in the 
Homeric poems and denotes being unclothed, unprotected or un
armed.26 The most important occurrence in the present context is 

25) On the uniqueness of civic nudity, see BONFANTE, Nudity as a Costume. The 
reception of Greek nudity by contemporary cultures in the Mediterranean (Romans, 
Etruscans and Jews) is discussed in BONFANTE, Etruscan Nudity (n. 3); N. B. 
CROWTHER, Nudity and Morality: Athletics in Italy, in: CJ 76, 1980/1, 119-23; N. 
PETRQCHE!LOS, Roman Attitudes to the Greeks, Athens 1974, ! 77-82; and M. 
POLIAKOFF, "They Should Cover Their Shame": Attitudes toward Nudity in Greco
Roman Judaism, in: Source: Notes in the History of Art 12, 1993, 56-62. On the 
challenges of incorporating nudity into everyday life in the ancient world, see also 
Josephus' observations on the complications that arose from the introduction of this 
practice among the Jews (AJ 12.241). 

26) Iliad 12.388, 398, 427, 16.311, 399 and Odyssey 6.221, 10.300, 340, 22.1. 
ruf! va~ro, along with yuJ.! v6ro and yuJ.! vtE:uro, is one of three denominatives derived 
from gymnos (on this subject, see the bibliography cited inn. 5). The last of 
meaning to be deprived of, is a late formation that was used only rarely. It need not, 
therefore, be considered here. The older, shameful connotations of nudity continued 
to have resonance in ancient Greece, long after the adoption of civic nudity. This is 
reflected in the appearance of ru!J.voro in Hesiod, Tyrtaios, Sophocles, and 
Herodotus. The occurrences are as follows: Hesiod, Op. 728; Tyrtaios, Frag. lO 
1.26; S.Ant.409; and Herodotus 3.64, 4.61. It also appears in the Hesiodic Shield at 
333,417,459. On the authenticity of this work, see P.K EASTERUNG/B.l\1.W. 
KNOX, Hesiod, in: P. E. EASTERLll~G/B. M. 'vV. KNOX (eds.), The Cambridge History 
of Classical voL I, 1985, 92-l 103. Note that 
and Herodotus use the verb in the active and that Herodotus uses the verb in the 
sense of rn.eat frcrn bones fer >vcHu,"'"'· 

relevant in the present context and hence are not here. 
The of th.;; social of nudHy and the 

descnbe variation m the relevant 

source fox words such as gyrnnos, nudus"' :and no.cf.r;L On this se;:; 'G, 
BONFANTE, La Parola 'Nudo' e le Nudita Sacrale gl'indoeuropei, in: Archivio 
Glottologico Italiano 66, 1981, 89-92; BONFANTE, Nudity as a and the 

~~-"~'-"' dted inn. 5. 
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Odyssey 6.222-23 where Odysseus, having recently landed on 
Phaeacia, states: 

odMoJ.!at yap ruJ.! vouoeon Koupncrw £unA.oKoq.wtcrt J.lf.'teA.erov. 

I am ashamed to be naked in the midst of fair-tressed maidens. 

The new meaning - and high status - given to public nudity by the 
advent of civic nudity almost inevitably would have been reflected in 
a corresponding linguistic formation.27 One might in fact argue that 
the absence of the terminology necessary to identify a highly innova
tive, striking, widely adopted custom of considerable social signifi
cance would call for much more elaborate explanation than its exis
tence. The central importance of the nudity in civic nudity would have 
made it inherently likely that the term created to describe the new 
practice would be derived from gymnos and hence would be another 
denominative, and this in fact is precisely what is found in the lin
guistic record. Linking gymnaz6 directly to civic nudity also accounts 
for the creation of a new denominative based on gymnos. 

The logical conclusion, that gymnazo was coined specifically to de
scribe civic nudity (and not just nude athletic activity in the broader 
sense), is supported by a startlingly clear pattern evident in the usages 
of gymnazo. Three features of the usage pattern of gymnazo are rele
vant here. First, gymnaz6 was consistently employed to describe 
training and preparatory exercises of both a physical and non-physical 
nature. Second, it was frequently contrasted with the agoniz6 and 
other verbs denoting formally organized competition. Third and per
haps most importantly, it is used to describe participation in formally 
organized athletic contests only twice in the entire extant corpus of 
Greek literature, both times in scholiao A sampling of some of the 
most significant passages follows. Note the use of the verb in the gen
eral sense of physiological training and the strong contrast that is re
peatedly drawn between gymnaz6 and competition, particularly at a 
major athletic festival such as Olympia. 

Epictetus, Dissertationes ab Arriano digestae 3.15 .3: 
vucfiaon." 

a.U'l:OU KO:t ta. cuc6A.ouea o•• OC.l (J£ EU'tG1.K'l:f.tV, 

27) H must be in m.ind that the and unique feature of civic 
nudity was not the practice of regular, non-formal athletic activity (which had a 
history extending back at least as far as Homer), but the custom of doing so in the 
nude. 

On the Meaning of rvpvoa;w 

"I wish to win an Olympic victory." But give thought to that 
which precedes and follows o•· You have to submit to disci
pline, follow a strict diet, give up sweet cakes, engage in 
gymnastics under compulsion ... 

Epictetus, Dissertationes ab Arriano digestae 4.4.12: 
otov &.v d 6 &.SA.Tj'!:TJ<; KA.a.in de; 1:0 cr't<l<hov dcrtrov, on J.!il 
E~ro )'UJ.l.VOt~f.'tUt. 

[Epictetus is arguing that reading is preparation for life, not 
a substitute.] 
It is as if an athlete should weep on entering the stadium, 
that he is not outside engaging in gymnastics. 

Galen, De difficultate respirationis Book 3, Vol. 7, page 838, 
lL 6-7: 

roc; ouv ouodc; '0?1:6J.Lnta VlKfjao:t OUVU'to:t Ill) noA.il,0 
1tpO't£pov 'YUf! VO:()OtJ.Lf.VO<; 0 •• 

Just as no one is able to win a victory at Olympia without 
having trained considerably in advance . 0 0 

Philostratus, Vita Apollonii 5.4 3: 
'Hil,sl:m 'touc; a6A.rp:cu;;, £n:n8av llKTI 'OA.-61-!ntO:, yUJ.LVU~oumv 
llf!Eprov 'tptaKOV'tot: EV O:U'ti\ 'ti\ "HA.tot 0 •• 

When the Olympic Games approach, the Eleans train the 
athletes for 30 days in Elis ... 

Philostratus, De Gymnastica 11.19-22: 
'tOU yap a:yrovtcHxcrSm £v '0A.U!!1tl~ onvou 
xo:A.£m1l'tf.pov En 'tO Y'Oj.LV<i~wem OOK£1:. 

For, while it seems a dreadful thing indeed to compete at 
Olympia, it seems more difficult still to train. 

Diogenes Laertius, Vitae Philosophorum 2.84: 
npoc; tov de; 'OA.u11n:iav yu11-v6:~ov-to: £o:wt6v 

>Vco"-L''-'·'• lS J:he 
Concerning he who is 

I"'UYI';ioi1VI·~enrr :£1'1.' 

no:A.aicr1:pa~ lin:! 1:0 o1:6.owv mu A toe; ... " 

25 
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It is just as if you would announce to someone who is en
gaging in gymnastics at home to a moderate extent with 
some difficulty and little success for the sake of his health 
that, "Now you go to Olympia and change places from the 
wrestling ground in your home to the stadium of Zeus ... " 

Dio Chrysostom, Oration 28.2: 
nav'U OE A.aJl1tp&<; EY'UJlVa~E'tO Kat JlE'ta cppovt1Jla'to<;, OOO"'tE 
ayrovt~OJlEVC!) ... 

He engages in gymnastics frequently and with great spirit, 
like one who competes ... 

Dio Chrysostom, Oration 31.21: 
'tOU<; ayrovtO"'ta<; 'tOU'tO'U<; opti'tE ocra 1taO"XO'UO"t 'Y'UJlVa~6JlEVOt 

You see how much the competitors suffering in training ... 2s 

The link between gymnazo and athletic activity outside of formally 
organized contests is also apparent from the fact that the study of 
more than 2,500 uses of gymnazo revealed only two exceptions to the 
rule that the verb does not refer to participation in formal athletic 
competitions, both in scholia. The first occurs in the scholion to Thu
cydides I 6: 

E'Y'UJl vro9T)0"6.V n: np&'tot: EV 'tOt<; ay&crt 
OTJA.ov6'tt" Kat yap nepl. 'ta aioota £~rovwv'to oi naA.awL "OJl
TJpo<;· 

~&crat vuv, tva. 
ano 'Opcrt1t1t0'\) MEyapEro<; E'Y'UJlVc09T)O"<XV EV 'tOt<; ay&crtv, ro<; 
OTJAOt Kat 'tO Ei<; au'tov £nl.ypaJlJla 

'Opcrl.nncp MqapEt JlqaA.6cppovt 'tfto' aptOTJAOV 
Jl Vf\Jla 9£crav cpaJl«;X LlEAcptOt 1tEt96JlEVOt. 
np&'t6<; 9' 'EA.A.t1vrov £v 'OA.'UJl1tt«;X EO"'tEcpavffi9TJ 
'Y'UJ.l vo<; ~OOVWJlEVOOV 'tiDV ,1tpt v EVt O"'taOtcp. 

"They were the first to perform gymnastics in the nude": clearly 
in contests. Men of old wore a loincloth around their genitals. 
Homer [Odyssey 18.30]: 

28) On this point, see also Alex.Aphr. in Top. page 27, ll. 28-30, Anthologia 
Graeca Book 7, Epigram 332, Antiphon, Tetralogy 2.2.7; Apollodorus, Bibliotheca 
3.160; Aretaeus, SD Book 2, 14.5.8; Aristotle, EN. 1172al-6 and Pr. 967al8-19; 
Dio Chrysostom 28.1 and 33.20; Eusebius, Hist.Eccles.5.1.42; Herodotus 8.33; 
Hippiatrica Berlinensia 14.11; Lucian, Anach. 8; Olympiodorus, in Gorg. 44.2; 
Plato, Lg. 796e; and Synesius, Dion. 11.24-25. 

On the Meaning of YVJ.lva(w 

"gird yourself now, so that ... " 
The custom of competing in the nude came from Orsippos of 
Megara, as is clear from this epigram: 

The Megarians set up a magnificent memorial here to 
Orsippos, heeding the prophetic voice of Delphi. First of the 
Greeks he was cr-owned nude at Olympia, as previously 
competitors wore loincloths in the stadion. 29 

27 

As Gomme has noted, the scholia to Thucydides are typically of 
minimal value. Gomme's assessment holds true here, as this scholion 
conflates the origins of and terminology for two different categories 
of athletic nudity.30 The process by which this conflation came about 
can be reconstructed with some confidence. The author of the Thucy
dides scholion was virtually certainly familiar with commentaries on 
the funeral games in Book XXIII of the Iliad, the locus classicus foi 
early athletics in the Greek literary tradition.31 These commentaries 
suggested reasons why the participants in the games were not nude, in 
obvious contrast to what had become standard Greek practice. Schol
arly exegesis on this subject focused on formally organized games, 
which explains the immediate connection made by the Thucydides 
scholiast to contests. All three extant scholia to Iliad 23.683 cite 
Orsippos as the first person to run nude at Olympia, and the scholiast 
adopted this tradition and extended it by adding a sepulchral epigram 
for Orsippos.32 The merging of Thucydides' explanation for the ori-

29) Virtually identical versions of this text are found in five of the seven 
principal manuscripts of Thucydides and in both of the major families of 
Thucydides' manuscripts. This makes it likely that the text goes back to a single 
ancient writer. While the manuscripts do not identify the writer in question, it may 
have been Asclepiades, who is known to have produced a commentary on 
Thucydides and who is the source for the epigram on Thucydides' grave cited by 
Marcellinus (Vita Thucydidis 55). For the sources and dates of the Thucydides 
scholia, see E. SCHWABE, Quaestiones De Scholiorum Thucydideorum Fontibus, 
Leipzig 1881, 71-85, 141-45. For the text of the scholia, see C. HUDE (ed.), 
Scholia in Thucydidem ad Optimos Codices Collata, Lipsiae 1927. 

30) A Historical Commentary on Thucydides, Oxford 1945-1981, I: 43. The 
Thucydides scholia do not seem to draw on the Alexandrian scholarly tradition best 
represented by Didymus. 

31) The citation from Odyssey 18.30 found in the scholion to Thucydides is not 
surprising because the wording in the two passages is virtually identical, and they 
formed a natural pair. Dionysius of Halicarnassus (Antiquitates Romanae 7.72), for 
example, mentions both of these passages in discussing the difference between 
Greek and Roman customs pertaining to athletic nudity. 

32) Pausanias (1.44.1) saw the epigram mentioned by the Thucydides scholiast 
carved on Orsippos' tomb in Megara, and a (probably later) copy of this inscription 
was found in Megara in 1769 CE (C/G 1050, /G VII 52). By the early Hellenistic 
period, collections of epigrams transcribed from inscriptions were in circulation, 
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gins of civic nudity and the observations of the Homeric commenta
tors on the origins of athletic nudity at formally organized contests 
resulted in confusion rather than clarity. This is apparent not only in 
the scholiast's misuse of gymnazo, but also in the obvious conflict 
between Thucydides' statement that the Spartans were the first to ex
ercise in the nude and the scholiast' s claim that the custom was started 
by a Megarian. 

It should be noted that the scholiast was probably working in the Byz
antine period, and thus more than a millennium after Thucydides and 
at a time when the athletic activity was vastly different from what it 
had been when Thucydides wrote. The same observation helps explain 
the other exception to the rule that gymnazo is not used to refer to 
participation in formally organized contests. This also occurs in an
other scholion, to Aristophanes, Frogs 1087: 

f.v 'AS-f)vm~ EO''tt yuf!vacrwv, f.v ell f.A.af11ta.01lq:>6pouv ol. yuf!va.
~6j!EVot. on 'tf\c; :.\a.jlnaooc; a:yrov 'A8-ftV110W Tl')'E'tO, llpojlf)8ua., 
'Hq:>a.tcr't£ta., fla.vaef)vma. 

There is in Athens a gymnasium [or exercise], in which those 
exercising ran a race carrying a torch. The torch race was held 
in Athens at the Prometheia, the Hephaesteia, and the Pan
athenaia. 33 

and it is virtually certain that the scholiast used one of those collections as the 
source for the lines about Orsippos. On epigram collections, see D. L. PAGE (ed.), 
Further Greek Epigrams, Cambridge 1981, 119-23. There was a great deal of 
confusion in the ancient literary tradition as to whether Orsippos or Akanthos was 
the first athlete to compete nude at Olympia. In addition, Orsippos was sometimes 
described as a Megarian (e. g., Pausanias 1.44.1) and sometimes as a Spartan 
(Scholion A to Iliad 23.683). For more information on Orsippos and Akanthos, see 
J. H. KRAUSE, Olympia, oder, Darstellung der grossen Olympischen Spiele und der 
damitverbundenen Festlichkeiten, Hildesheim 1972 (1838), 339-43 and W. SWEET, 
Sport and Recreation in Ancient Greece, New York !987, 124-29. For the text of 
the Iliad scholia, see H. ERBSE (ed.), Scholia Graeca in Homeri Jliadem (Scholia 

Bemlini 1969. 
33) Four other passages also m~rit mention in this regard. First, Athenaeus 630c: 

£v 1:oi:c; Kat -roic; 
oo• they trained themselves in contests and hunting. 

Athenaeus 3eems to be using the verb to describe traming oneself 

Gamma Entry 997: 

t6noc,;, £v ii) ayrovU:;ovtat 
"'""'"'"'m Place in vvhich compete 
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It is thus clear that gymnazo is virtually never used to refer to partici
pation in formally organized competitions. Participation in formally 
organized athletic contests at festivals and funerals is normally de
scribed using the verb agonizo. (See, for example, Pausanias 10.7.5; 
Epictetus, Dissertationes ab Arriano digestae 1.2.26; Lucian, 
Anach. 36; Philostratus, VA 1.35.40, Philostratus, Gym. 43.22; Pindar 
Scholion 03 Scholion 21, line 2; Libanius, Declamation 23.1,27; and 
Suda, Alphabetic Letter Delta, Entry 415.9).34 The body of ancient 
literature bearing on initiatory athletics is much more limited than that 
pertaining to the other two categories of Greek male athletic nudity. It 
is, however, noteworthy that none of the ancient texts that treat ini
tiatory athletics use the verb gymnazo. The clearest examples can be 
found in Ephorus FrGH 70 F 149 (ap. Strabo X 483), in which the 
adult male leader of the group of boys being initiated is said to 
e~aynv e:n:t 9-f)pav Kat Sp6J..!.ouc; and JC XVI 5.21 where the verb used 
to describe the actions of the boys transitioning to full adult status is 
ekdramein.35 

As noted above, civic nudity differed from the other two categories 
of athletic nudity in that it took place outside ritualized, formally or~ 
ganized competitions and was preparatory in nature. The striking con
sistency with which Greek authors used gymnazo to describe pre
paratory exercises and eschewed using this verb to describe participa
tion in formally structured exercises of any kind, even after the se
mantic field of the verb expanded considerably, is a powerful indica
tion that it referred specifically to civic nudity and not to athletic nu
dity in a more general sense. It is interesting to observe that even with 
the passage of centuries gymnazo was never used to describe types of 
athletic nudity other than civic nudity. However close the relationship 
between training and competition in the modem mind, the ancient 

Hesychius does not use the verb gymnaz6, but does associate a related noun to 
competition. The same association between gymnasia and competition is found in 
the final two passages, both scholia to Aristophanes, Nu. Hl02a, It need hardly be 
said that the limited number, late date and tangential relevance of these examples 
render them of little in the present contexL 

34) The adjective gymnikos is frequently used in with 
to differentiate athletic from musical or 

3.104; Plato, 955a and R.412b; 
1.22.2; and Herodotus 1.67, 6.38, 8,26. 

c·n th~c: see Eo SCI-rW~-"ZER> Zu vn'''".''"'"'"'""""' n·.os• nruu•"• 

225-61, 243-44. Iro the athletic 'l.ctivitic;s of the female at 
the Heraia at Olympia, a race that seems to have formed part of local pre-nuptial 
rites, Pausanias (V XVI 2-3) uses the verb thea. SCANLON, Eros 20) 98-120 
reviews and all earlier Yvork on the subject of the Her.aia __ 
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Greeks perceived the gymnasium and the stadium as very distinct 
contexts.36 The strong connection between gymnazo and preparatory 
exercises carried over to uses referring to non-athletic activity. The 
survey of gymnazo undertaken here made it clear that the verb occurs 
very frequently in the context of rhetorical training (typically in the 
perfect passive with the meaning of "having been trained") and com
monly designates the training of soldiers, particularly in authors from 
the Roman period. 37 

Conclusion 

The history and nature of male nudity in Greece and the ways in 
which the Greeks employed the verb gymnazo make it dear that this 
verb was coined to describe civic nudity. Much of the preceding dis
cussion has been based upon a careful study of the usages of gymnazo 
in ancient Greek literature. The results of that study are summarized 
in considerable detail in three charts found in the appendix. The first 
chart lists authors in whose work gymnaz6 appears. The entry for each 
author supplies the author's TLG number, the century in which he 
worked, the number of usages of gymnazo in his corpus, and a rough 
breakdown of the meanings he assigned to gymnazo. The other two 
charts present the same information sorted by genre and by date. 

Much work remains to be done on the subject of male athletic nu
dity in ancient Greece, most obviously in regard to the question of 
where, when, why, and how it came into being. The separation of 
Greek male athletic nudity in particular into separate strands is of 
critical importance in this regard, because each strand may well have 
had its own distinct origin and subsequent line of development. Ap
proaches that implicitly take Greek male athletic nudity to have been a 
monolithic phenomenon are, therefore, likely to be problematic.38 

36) This is not to say that civic nudity was not suitable preparation for athletic 
competitions, but that it was perceived as a distinct social context and activity. 

37) For denoting non-physical preparatory exercise, see, for example, 
!socrates, Antidosrs 137.7, 17.4; i:lnd Plutarch, Mor. 130f and 520d 
Polybius uses thirteen times; aH thirteen usages ref.;r to the training of 

soldiers. 
38) For a concise summary of recent iiterature directly the of 

athletic ssoe M. GOLDEN, and Society in Ancient Greece, New York 
of recent on this include the 

J. W. ARlEn, Greek Athletics, m: CW 68, 1975, l-36; N. B. 
CROWTHER, Athletic Dress and Nudity in Greek Athletics, in: Enmos 80, 1982, 

163-6ll; J. MOURATlDIS, The Origin of Nudity in Greek Athletics, in: Journal of 
Sport History 12, 1985, 213-32; V. OuvovA, Sports and Games in the Ancient 
World, trans. D. ORPINGTON, London 1984, 131-33; A. PAPALAS, Boy Athletes in 
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Civic nudity seems to have had an enduring connection to military 
training (witness the many times gymnazo is used to describe training 
soldiers), and more than one scholar has argued that the practice of 
regular, nude exercise came into being in order to keep hoplite sol
diers fit. 39 Although this viewpoint has much to recommend it, the 
preceding discussion has shown that any explanation for the origins of 
civic nudity must give ample consideration to the element of nudity, 
since the Greeks themselves identified this as a vital feature. The 
benefits of physical training for soldiers are beyond debate, but it is 
not immediately obvious why the Greeks chose to conduct that train
ing in the nude. The fundamental importance of athletic activity and 
male nudity in Greek life means that further work on the subject of 
civic nudity promises insight into significant aspects of ancient Greek 
society. 

Ancient Greece, in: Stadion 17, 1991, 165-92; D. SANSONE, Greek Athletics and 
the Genesis of Sport, Berkeley 1988, 107-15; SCANLON, Eros (n.20) 199-273, esp. 
205-10; THUILLIER, Les jeux athletiques dans !a civilisation Etrusque (n. 5); and J.~ 
P. THUILLIER, La nudite athletique (Grece, Etrurie, Rome), in: Nikephoros 1, 1988, 
29--48. Much of this scholarship has been rendered obsolete by McDonnell's work 
on the vases produced by what Beazley labeled "the perizoma group" in late sixth 
century Athens. Approximately 50 vases survive from this workshop. Seventeen of 
these vases show athletes wearing a loincloth or perizoma. The perizoma vases 
have provoked a considerable amount of controversy because they have frequently 
been taken as proof that athletic nudity went out of fashion in sixth century Greece 
and was subsequently re-introduced. Based upon an examination of the shapes, 
decoration, and find spots of the vessels in question, McDonnell showed that these 
vases were specifically intended for an Etruscan audience with an ambivalent 
attitude toward nudity. These vases can, therefore, be of minimal use in 
considerations of the origins of Greek athletic male nudity. On the perizoma vases, 
see McDONNELL, The Introduction of Athletic Nudity and Athletic Nudity, and now 
also SHAPIRO, Modest Athletes (all cited in n.21). 

39l DELORME, Gymnasion (n. 6) 9-30 and EVJEN, Origins and Functions (n. 14) 
103-04. This position is also taken by MUSSCHE, Sport et Architecture (n. 6) and 
M. POLIAKOFF, Combat Sports in the Ancient World, New Haven 1987, 94-!03. R. 
FLACEL!ERE, Life in Greece, trans. Peter GREEN, New York 1965 (1959), 
248-49 Delorme but provides no defense of the assertion. Bonfante 

2nd the rise nf the 
soldier but did not artica!ate how one led to the otheL It may also be 

linked in_ Gre;ek literature and 
from one context appear in of the other. On 

seeN. B. CROWTHER, Athlete as Warrior in the Ancient Greek Gomes, 
12, 1999, .12 M. LAVRENCIC, v.nd Athlet? Der 

i11 det' des der Afitike~ iH: 
4, !991, 167-75; I.N PERYSfNAKIS, T'heAthieieas Warrior. Pindar'sP9.97-103 
and P. 10.55-59, in: Bulletin of the· Institute of Classical Studies 37, 1990, 43-49; 
and T. SCANLON, Combat and Contest: Athletic Metaphors for Warfare in Greek 
Literature, in: S. BANDY (ed.), Coroebus Triumphs, San Diego 1988,230--44. 
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Appendix 

Much of this article is based upon a survey of occurrences of gymnaz6 
in ancient Greek literature. This survey was carried out using the 
TLG-D database and the Pandora software program. A search for 
"gymna" was performed on the full corpus of Greek authors with the 
"match fragments" option active and the "accents important and match 
unknowns" options inactive. The results were then sorted and 3179 
uses of gymnazo were catalogued. 649 of these were found in specifi
cally Christian texts with little connection to athletics. Occurrences of 
gymnazo in these texts were, therefore, not analyzed. The passages in 
which were located the remaining 2530 occurrences were then exam
ined, and each of these occurrences was classified under one of three 
headings: athletic, philosophical, military. The athletic heading in
cluded all uses in which gymnazo carried the meanings of either "to 
perform gymnastics" or "to exercise in general". The philosophical 
heading included most uses in which gymnazo carried the meanings 
"to train or be trained in a skill; to teach; to practice, to prepare or be 
prepared; to wear out, harass, torture, test". Instances in which gym
nazo carried the meaning of "to train in the use of arms, to train sol
diers" were placed under the military heading. References to the 
physical training of animals were catalogued under the philosophical 
heading. 

Occurrences in which the nature of the text made it impossible to 
establish the meaning of the verb were not catalogued and are not in
cluded in the total of 3179. Occurrences in Stobaeus were not cata
logued due to the fact that the majority of the text consisted of cita
tions of other authors whose texts had been separately searched. Us
ages in Galen and Pseudo-Galen are both listed under Galen's name, 
due to the difficulty in identifying spurious texts in this enormous 
corpus. 

The reader should be aware that the context of many usages of 
gymnazo was sufficiently vague as to permit the occurrence to be 
catalogued under more than one heading. The tabulations should, 
therefore, be taken as close approximations rather than as 
precise results. A of this survey a different author 

no doubt, generate 
gence would almost 

different figures, but the diver
be analytically insignificant. 

,_._,_,wc.,,., ... _,,p, "'"'''"'n""' three charts. 
o:f The Thesaurus Graecae has 
assigned each author a unique identification number, an approximate 
date and a tag describing the nature his or her work (historical, 
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philosophical, rhetorical, etc.).40 This information is included in Chart 
One for the convenience of the reader. 

Chart Two provides the same information, with the occurrences or
ganized by type of author. For authors with more than one descriptive 
tag in the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae system, the author was placed 
under the first heading given in the TLG listing. Thus, for example, 
Anaximenes, described as "Hist & Rhet" by the TLG, was placed un
der the history heading. The only other designation changes carried 
out were the transference of Constantinus Porphyrogenitus from "im
perator" to history and the assignment of the Orphica to epic. Two 
works, the Anthologia Graeca and the Hippiatrica Berolensia were 
placed under the "miscellaneous" heading. 

Chart Three also provides the same information as Chart One, 
though with the occurrences organized by date. This chart contains_ 
164 fewer occurrences than Charts One and Two due to the difficul
ties in supplying firm dates for many texts. 

-----· ------
40) For a detailed description of this classification system, see BERKOWITZ and 

SQUITIER, Thesaurus Linguae Graecae Canon Greek Authors and Works (n. 1) 
Xl-XUX. 
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Chart One 

Author TLG # Date Cat. Ath Phil Mil Total 
Achilles Tatius 532 AD 2 Erot I 0 0 I 
Adamantius Judaeus 731 AD 4-5 Med 0 I 0 I 
Claudius Aelianus 545 AD 2-3 Soph 8 1 0 9 
Aeschines 26 BC 4 Orat 3 2 I 6 
Aeschylus 85 BC 6-5 Trag I 4 0 5 
Aesopus 96 BC 6 Fab 1 0 1 2 
Aetius 718 AD 6 Med 41 4 0 45 
Agatharchides 67 BC 2 Geog 1 1 0 2 
Alexander 732 AD 2-3 Phil 17 57 0 74 
Alexander 744 AD 6 Med 7 0 0 7 
Ammonius 4016 AD 5 Phil 2 11 0 13 
Anaximenes 547 BC 4 Hist & Rhet 1 2 0 3 
Anna Comnena 2703 AD 11 12 Hist 2 2 2 6 
Anonvmi Grammatici 72 Varia Gramm 0 I 0 1 
Anonymi Phil 4026/33, Varia Phil 9 8 0 I 

4193 7 
Anonymi Medici 721 Varia Med 0 5 0 5 
Antholo_gia Graeca 7000 Varia 0 2 0 2 
Antiohon 28 BC 5 Orat I 0 0 I 
Pseudo-Apollodorus 548 AD 1-2 Myth I 0 0 1 
Aooianus 551 AD 1-2 Hist 0 0 47 47 
Archigenes 661 AD 1 2 Med 1 0 0 I 
Aretaeus 719 AD 2 Med I 0 0 l 
Aelius Aristides 284 AD 2 Rhet 6 5 0 II 
Aristophanes 644 BC 3 2 Gramm 0 I 0 1 
Aristotle 86 BC 4 Phil 34 15 l 50 
Aristoxenus 88 BC 4 Mus 2 0 0 2 
Flavius Arrianus 74 AD 1-2 Hist & Phil 2 l 2 5 
Asclepiades 137 BC 3 Epigr 0 I 0 1 
Asclepius 4018 AD 6 Phil 0 6 0 6 
Aspasius 615 AD 2 Phil 2 I 0 3 

~A~ili~e~n~ae~u~s--~------~~~8~~~AD~~2~-~3~--~s7o~oih~-t--~9--+--+0 __ 1 __ ~0~-~~9~~ 
Joannes Cameniates 3015 AD 9-l 0 Hist 0 I I 2 
Cassius Dio 385 AD 2 3 Hist 0 I 5 6 
Chariton 554 AD 2 Erot 0 0 I l 
Chrysippus 1264 BC 3 Phil 0 7 0 7 
Constantinus Porphyro- 3023 AD I 0 lmper 0 2 13 15 
genitus 
Critias 319 BC 5 Phil, Trag, 2 0 0 2 

Eleg 
Ctesias 845 BC 5-4 Hist & Med 0 0 1 I 
Damascius 4066 AD 5-6 Phil 0 8 0 8 
David __ . 4021 AD 6 Phil 0 4 0 4 
Demosthenes 14 BC 4 Orat 2 2 0 4 
Dialexis 1309 BC 5-4 Rhet 3 0 0 3 

Eustra!ius I 4031 I AD 11-12 Phil 0 I 23 0 . 23 

Author 
Eutropius 
Marcus Cornelius Fronto 
Galen 
Georgius Monachus 
Heliodorus 
Hermogenes 
Aelius Herodianus 

Herodianus 
Herodotus 
Hesvchius 
Himerius 
Him)latrica Berolensia 
Hiooocrates 
Historia Alexandri Magni 
Historia Monachorum 
lamblichus 
Iamblichus 
!socrates 
Joannes Philoponus 
Flavius Josephus 
Flavius Claudius Julianus 
Libanius 

Lucianus 
Pseudo-Lucian 
Joannes Laureniius Lydus 
Mach on 
Marcus Aurelius Anton
inus 
MelanniDides 
Meletius 

Menander 
Menandri et Phil is. Sen
tentiae 
Michael Attaliates 
Michael 
Nicephoms Gregorias 
Olymoiodorus 
Oracula Sibyllina 

Oribasius 
Orphica 
Palladius 
Paulus 
Pausanias 
Philo Judaeus 

TLG# 
2236 
186 
57 

3043 
658 
592 
87 

15 
16 

4085 
2051 
738 
627 

1386 
2744 
2023 
1441 

10 
4015 
526 

2003 
2200 

62 
61 

2580 
473 
562 

373 
977 

541 
1791 

3079 
4034 
4145 
4019 
!55! 

722 
579 
726 
715 
525 
18 
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Date 
AD4 
AD2 
AD2 
AD9 
AD3 

AD2 3 
AD2 

AD2-3 
BC 5 
ADS 
AD4 
AD9 

BC 5-4 
post 4 BC 

AD 5 
AD3-4 
AD2 

BC 5-4 
AD6 
ADJ 
AD4 
AD4 

AD2 
post AD 2 

AD6 
BC 3 
AD2 

BC 5 
Ante 
AD I 

BC 4 3 
lncert 

AD II 12 
AD ll 12 
AD 13 14 

AD6 
BC 2- I 
AD4 
AD4 
Varia 
AD6 
AD7 

Cat 
Hist 
Rhet 
Med 

Chronog 
Erot 
Rhet 

Gramm & 
Rhet 
Hist 
Hist 

Lexie 
Sooh 

Med 
Hist 
Hist 
Phil 
Erot 
Orat 
Phil 
Hist 
Phil 

Rhet& 
So ph 
So ph 
Sooh 
Hist 

Comic 
Phil 

Lyr 
Med 

Comic 
Comic 

Hist 
Phil 
Hist 
Phil 
Orac 

Ivied 

Ivied 
Med 

A til Pliil Mil Total 
0 0 I 

0 0 I 
285 483 I 769 
0 19 2 21 
0 0 3 3 
0 0 3 3 
0 0 1 I 

0 2 6 8 
0 0 I 

12 4 0 16 
3 3 1 7 
0 24 0 24 

23 7 0 30 
0 2 

0 2 0 2 
0 8 0 8 
0 0 I 
4 II I 16 
0 106 0 106 
2 3 6 II 
2 2 2 6 
4 10 I 15 

22 I 28 
0 0 I 
0 2 0 2 

0 0 I 
0 3 0 3 

0 0 ~-~ 
0 2 0 2 

0 6 0 6 
0 0 I 

0 0 
3 10 0 13 

12 2 15 
26 0 27 

0 2 0 2 

74 4 0 78 
0 0 

18 10 0 28 
16 4 0 20 

AD 2 Perieg 2 0 0 ~-
BC 1- Phil 3 . 33 I 37 J 
AD 1 
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Author 
Proclus 
Michael Psellus 
Pythagoristae 
Romanus Melodus 
Rufus 
Scholia Aelius Aristides 
Scholia Aeschines 
Scholia Aeschylus 
Scholia Aristophanes 
Scholia Aristotle 
Scholia Demosthenes 
Scholia Euripides 
Scholia Hesiod 
Scholia Homer 
Scholia Lucian 
Scholia Nicandrus 
Scholia Pindar 
Scholia Plato 
Scholia Thucydides 
Scholia Xenophon 
Sextus Empiricus 
Simolicius 
Sopater 
Sophocles 
Sophonias 
So ran us 
Stephanus 
Stephanus 
Strabo 

Suda 
Synesius 
Syriani Sopatri Marcellini 
Syrian us 
Themistius 
Theocritus 
Theognis 
Aelius Theon 
Theophilus Proto
spatharius 

TLG# 
4036 
2702 
2239 
2881 
564 
5008 
5009 
5010 
5014 
5015 
5017 
5023 
5025 
5026 
5029 
5031 
5034 
5035 
5039 
5040 
544 
4013 
2031 
II 

4030 
565 

9019 
736 
99 

9010 
2006 
2047 
4017 
200 
1714 

2 
607 
729 

Date 
ADS 

AD 11 
Varia 
ADS 

AD 1-2 
Varia 
Varia 
Varia 
Varia 
Varia 
Varia 
Varia 
Varia 
Varia 
Varia 
Varia 
Varia 
Varia 
Varia 
Varia 

AD2-3 
AD6 
AD4 
BC 5 

AD 13-14 
AD 1-2 

AD7 
AD7 
BCI
AD 1 

AD 10 
AD4 5 

post AD 7 
AD 5 
AD4 
BC 4 
BC 6 

AD 1-2 
AD 9-10 

Theophilus Protos. Dam- 728 post 
ascius AD 9-10 
Theophilus Protos, 746 post 

Cat. A til Phil Mil Total 

Phil 6 69 0 75 
Med 0 2 3 

Phil 0 2 0 2 

Hymn 0 2 0 2 

Med 4 0 0 4 

Phil 0 2 

Orat 0 2 
Trag 2 14 0 16 

Comic 13 II 0 24 
Phil 0 0 

Oral 8 10 
Trag 3 4 0 7 

Eoic 0 0 

Epic 9 3 13 

So ph 0 2 0 2 

Phil 0 0 
Lyr 2 11 

Phil 4 6 

Hist 2 0 0 2 

Hist 0 2 3 

Phil 0 6 0 6 

Phil 10 22 0 32 
Rhet 0 13 2 15 

Trag 0 0 

Phil 2 0 3 

Med 4 2 0 6 

Phil 0 4 0 4 

Med 4 4 0 8 

Geog 0 2 

Lexie IS 19 3 37 
Phil 0 10 II 

Rhet 0 16 0 16 

Phil 0 18 0 18 

Phil & Rhet 8 0 II 

So ph 0 0 
Eleg 0 0 

Rhet 0 8 0 8 

Med 0 3 0 3 

Med 0 9 0 9 

Med 0 0 

Stephanus AD 9-10 
Theoohrastus 93 BC 4 3 Phil 6 I 0 7 
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